
 

 

 

Telescopic through the wall letterbox with fixed face plate  

(Rolle, SM, Muretto and W3-4 XL) 

Installation and maintenance instructions  

Parts of delivery  

• 2 x Telescopic Letterbox parts  

• 2 x Keys  

• 2 x Screws 

• 1 x Fitting trim (with relevant models) 

Fitting instructions  

This style of letterbox can be either fitted while the wall is being built or retro fitted through an existing wall 

- If fitting during building works, follow the instructions below to extend your letterbox to the required 

depth and fit in place when the wall is at the height where the letterbox is required. Add filler to 

hold the letterbox in place while the rest of the wall is completed.  You may wish to cover the 

letterbox in a protective wrap to keep it dry until installation is completed. 

- When fitting to an existing wall, the aperture cut should be approx. 25 mm larger on each side than 

the box size  

- Make sure the aperture is clean and free from anything damaging to the box 

- Unwrap the box and make sure you set the plastic bag containing screws and keys safely to the 

side. 

- Extend the letterbox to the size you need and tighten the screws provided until your letterbox is 

held securely in position at the extension required 

- If using the Rolle model with an external collection box, mark up the wall to correspond with the 

pre-drilled holes and drill and insert the rawl plugs. 

- Cover any parts of the letterbox that will be on view to protect from scratching or damage and put 

the letterbox into your aperture from the rear. 

- Ensure the box is secured in place and level at the front and rear to reduce the chance of water 

ingress. You may want to use wooden wedges or something similar to help hold the box securely 

in place until installation is complete.  

- For Rolle models with an additional collection box which is set to be held externally, open the back 

door and use the screws through the predrilled holes to attach the box to the wall 

- Secure the mail chute into place using a PU foam (low expansion) silicone or other joining material 

such as mortar. Do not inject too much foam as the foam increases in volume when dry and can 

deform the letterbox or affect the colouring of visible parts.  

- If you have purchased a model with a fitting trim then push fit this into place so that when the filling 

material dries the trim is held in place. 

- Once the filler is dry remove any visible items holding your box in place, cut any excess foam and 

fill any gaps to ensure no moisture can get to your mail 

- Finish off the surroundings with your chosen filler then unwrap and clean your letterbox 

Maintenance instructions 

- To maintain the appearance of the painted surface it is advisable to keep the surface clean, this 

can be done with a damp cloth just using warm water and neutral detergent 

- Keep the lock in good condition by lubricating every 6 months 

For spare parts, spare keys or general enquiries please email enquiries@letterbox4you.co.uk or contact 
the office on 01296 839401 


